
Getting On Board

And then, once you had managed to secure any one of an ever-growing pool of no-
excuses, top-down, change-endorsing educational leaders, the bigger the name, the louder the 
self-aggrandizement, the better?  

Well, then you necessarily had to move on.  
You had to get on to the next item on your agenda.
You had to advance to the purposeful acquisition of: 
The right school board members.* 
School board members who, in a direct imitation of your newly acquired reform-

promoting, innovation-seeking superintendent, talked only and always about how much, in days 
of a true educational compassion, they cared about the kids.  

Good school board members who, speaking unceasingly about their own desire to step 
up; to stand for, and put children first – made an adamant claim of holding unbending support for 
the no-excuses implementation of a punitively nonstop school-score-based reform. 

To avoid voting stalemates, school boards had traditionally been constructed of an 
uneven number of members; logically, then – all you need do?

Was get control over the larger vote.  
Hard-hitting jurisdiction over the cyclical instigation of short-term, big-money-lucrative 

innovations could, actually, be guaranteed through the simple expedience of locating, spending 
massive election money upon, and ultimately installing the requisite number of reform-friendly 
(heck; since, after all, it had been your money which brought them to the table, reform-fanatic) 
politically motivated members.  With an essential number of innovation-aggressive partners on 
board your board?

Say five out of nine, four out of seven, three out of five.
Well, you could, then, quite dependably produce that necessarily rubber-stamped 

approval.
To recruit, and then control, the “right” school board members?
Oh, it wasn’t really all that complicated.  You had, after all, so darned much of that 

modern-day transformative money.  In days calling out for the uncompromising “benevolence” 
of an instantaneous reformation, well, wasn’t it handy that so many disconnected, but, oh, let’s 
be kind and think of them as well-meaning, middle-class and even wealthy people out there felt 
it their privileged world duty to step up; to roll up their sleeves; to uncompromisingly put 
children first by getting themselves elected to your school board.  To get themselves on board 
with your board in their effort to “help” kids by unbendingly seeing test-score deficit-labeling as 
a reason to invasively and unyieldingly “reform” the bloody hell out of low-income (and, in 
extra-benevolent days immovably bent to an exceptionally modern concern?  

Any and all public) schools.†
Well, wasn’t it convenient?  
That despite repeated claims about wishing to make a difference, so many of these 

theoretically concerned reform-money-elected, privileged-class members had no idea how 
devastatingly far their privileged-class views were from the real-life requirements of poor and/or 
culturally-different children.  

Wasn’t it a wonder?  
How blindly and passionately so many of these privileged world activists jumped up to 

board your board; how unreservedly they offered up their rubber-stamped backing for the 



incessant (but oh, my, so financially remunerative) creation of short-term, ever shifting and 
detachedly invasive solutions.  Solutions that, after buying up yet more expensive publicity, you 
continued to advertise as the only known measure for “fixing” our nation’s mushrooming supply 
of test-score-identified “failing” schools.  

Solutions proposed not through the slow and careful isolation of underlying, and truly 
debilitating, social issues, and certainly – save for dramatically posed publicity shots – not 
through the physical act of actually walking into low-scoring schools or communities with the 
intention of honestly hearing (and subsequently responding to) reform-beleaguered voices.

Oh, my, gracious no.  
Much more practically, and much more efficiently, in the faster and faster pace of a 

ruthlessly whirling accountability, solutions proposed through the promoted-as-compassionate if 
devastatingly-arms-length act of a rubber-stamp voting.  Voting which would then enable you to 
throw huge, minimally-regulated sums of money at reformer after reformer after reformer.  

Those so many modern-day Superheroes out there...
Who promised to do it all.

*Events have shown that it is not necessary to secure a business-minded superintendent before seating a reform-
fanatic school board: the process might well be reversed.  Big-Money-elected school boards, it turns out, have 
managed to quickly rid themselves of unwanted student-and-teacher-protective superintendents just before 
assertively installing a reform-friendly leader of their own.

†Throwing out an additional handful of obfuscating razzle-dazzle, in the name of forcing a truer equity (and thereby 
attracting additional Big Money financing), savvy pro-reformers have begun to mandate fund-garnering, 
community-destabilizing invasions into non-low-scoring – but heavily minority serving – schools.  (This type of 
invasion has become especially necessary in those districts where long years of a  regentrification-friendly testing 
has pushed out a significant number of unwantedly poor students and suddenly left those in charge with fewer and 
fewer low-income-serving shools to lucratively invade.)


